After welcome ceremony Faculty formed three groups In each group there were participants who had the experience of the previous school IRIS2017 in Astana and Taraz, Kazakhstan (Zhenisgul Tlegenova, Kairat Nurbekov, Daniyar Cholponbaev) 
training consists of Workshop № 1 Project selection and introduction to research proposal, Workshop №2 Research design and methods I: Study population and outcomes, Workshop№3 Research design and methods II: data collection and analysis, Workshop № 4 Research administration. Every day one of the aspects of scientific research is discussed. Every Workshop Faculty did the introduction, then the participants worked in groups on the project, each group presented the project, then all participants and faculty discuss the project. The moderators of the sessions were the participants. During the discussions the participants and Faculty asked questions and gave valuable recommendations for improving the projects, after the discussions the project were amended. Faculty emphasized the value of knowledge gained from the active work, the importance of clarify the significance and hypothesis of a scientific project. Beautiful nature, Issyk-Kul, common interests, close cultures (8 participants from Kyrgyzstan and 1 from Kazakhstan), informal and high professional skills of the faculty created a very friendly environment. Participants do not remember the evening at the Faculty home. The participants were interested in the scientific career of Gulmira and Jonathan, their completed and planned scientific projects, the history of the IRIS school, told about their successes, problems and plans for the future. Reading and understanding a scientific book is hard thing. After reading and understanding application of that knowledge is another problem for scientific people, especially if they are beginners. This workshop program gives us all these things together at once. In my opinion, the workshop was very effective. Because in short period of time we learned and applied our knowledge. Other important thing we found new friends from different regions of our country and international collaborators. I want thank organizers for this great workshop program and I wish they will continue organizing these programs and be helpful for scientists. Zhenisgul Tlegenova: This is my second IRIS school. The knowledge and experience that I received from previous IRIS in Astana helped me to start my own research project. This school has very high level of training standards and practical direction that give chance to finish research project in a short time. During additional session the faculty communicated with participants on how to write manuscript and publish it in an international peer-reviewed journal. It helped us to write our own manuscripts. The Faculty is very friendship, rapid introduction to the course, new collaboration, new ambitious colleagues and very nice nature to motivate me recommend the IRIS school to all beginner researchers. Adylbek Sadykanov: IRIS is a great opportunity for doctors, for specialists from different fields to cooperate. This trainings effectively helps to novice researchers deeply understand how research works carried out. Answers can be taken to the questions you are interested in. Working in a group of creative, talented people from different countries, you are encouraged to do the science. Aiperi Toktosunova: the participation in this school gave me very useful skills. It is my first time in such project. But I have only good emotions here. It was very excited to take part with high educational level teachers. In 5 days they give us not only information how to write the manuscript, but give the inspiration to continue my scientific way. I hope that we will meet in the future again. Thanks for all members: participants and teachers. Nurlan Torokeldiev: IRIS was well organized with several workshops based on how to structure research projects in medical and non-medical investigations. Additionally, the program offered short course on how to write a manuscript and deal with post-submission process. First of all, I would like to gratitude my thanks to Gulmira and Jonathan on their excellent supervisions during the program. I have lots of purposes for being thankful. Frankly, even holding an internal PhD degree I have learnt a lot of skills on critical thinking and formulating scientific projects. Therefore, I plan to write my own scientific project and apply for grant funding. Besides, a course on writing a manuscript has broadened my skills during peer-review process of several scientific journals. For future collaborative projects IRIS definitely opens several opportunities. Besides, participants always have chances to start both local and international networking among multidisciplinary institutions. I would definitely recommend and encourage medical doctors, scientists and scholars from any disciplines all around the world to experience world-class workshops and courses. On behalf of my IRIS 2018 participants, I would like to express my thanks and hope to take in place in the next IRIS events.
